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Foreigner
Objective

• LEARN ABOUT THE GREAT EAST JAPAN EARTHQUAKE

• SHARING IDEAS

• WHAT CAN THEY DO FOR VOLUNTEER
Objective

- VISIT DISASTER DAMAGED AREA
- LEARN ABOUT THE AREA AND RECONSTRUCTION PROCESS DIRECTLY
- SHARING IDEA THROUGH INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE

STUDY TOUR
ISHINOMAKI
STUDY TOUR
(MUSLIM TOUr)
Objective

- Learn about disaster area and its recent condition
- Doing volunteer
- Think and share opinion
“I feel thankful to the earthquake because I would not be able to meet International students and have fun today”

One memorable phrase from a local resident.
被災地発ハラル弁当を

 длинным текстом

Kawakita News
2017.02.09
[1] It’s always been a worry whether volunteer activities are still relevant for nowadays.

[2] It’s difficult to perfectly solve some religion-related issues like Halal food and restrictions.

[3] There will be no continuity in the volunteer involvement among International students.
[1] Involve more International student’s

[2] Will give opportunity to contribute directly

[3] Learn more about culture differences especially

[4] Improve English skills and communications
Inspiring Power of International Students

- Give Inspiration
  - Encourage Children
  - Broaden Perspective
  - Positive Energy
  - Be More Open
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